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I.

INTRODUCTION

On behalf of the San Francisco Bay Area Region, the City and County of San Francisco, the City
of Oakland and the City of San Jose (“Bay Area”) are requesting expressions of interest and
information (“RFI”) from commercial vendors, systems integrators, service providers, and/or
other interested parties (“Respondents”) for the deployment of a Regional 700MHz Wireless
Mobile Broadband Network (“Broadband Network”). The Bay Area welcomes information and
comment from both interested parties as well as organizations with a commercial interest in the
project. The intention of the RFI is to assess potential approaches and the costs associated with
the deployment of a region-wide 700MHz broadband network. Based on the review of RFI
responses, the Bay Area will consider pilot projects in the Cities of San Jose, San Francisco, and
Oakland, beginning in 2010.
This RFI does not attempt to describe all intricacies, functions and system architecture of the
Broadband Network. Instead the RFI asks for information in a format that organizes the
responses for potential analysis, while allowing Respondents flexibility in describing their
solutions’ benefits, capabilities, functionality, and service offerings.
Respondents may respond to any combination of the overall scope of the project, but the Bay
Area seeks a comprehensive response to all of the questions posed within the RFI. The Bay
Area will not award a long term contract based on this RFI; however, the Cities of San Jose,
Oakland and San Francisco may enter into a two year pilot project based on the responses
received to this RFI. Please see Sections IV and V of this document for details about preparing
and submitting a response.

II.
A.

PROJECT APPROACH

Project Background

In 2007, the Bay Area embarked on a regional interoperability program known as Bay Area
Regional Interoperable Communications System (BayRICS). The program intends to improve
interoperable communications, both voice and broadband data capabilities, throughout the 10
counties which comprise the Bay Area Urban Area Security Initiative (UASI). This includes the
counties of Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, Napa, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Santa
Cruz, Solano, and Sonoma, as well as the cities, townships, special districts, and incorporated
areas within (“Region”).
The program lays out a framework to construct a Project 25 Voice (Land Mobile) Radio
Network throughout the Region, utilizing 700MHz/800MHz frequencies as well as VHF
frequencies for rural operations. The program takes a multi-jurisdiction and multi-disciplinary
approach to interoperability, and includes communications capabilities for First Responders and
Public Safety professionals, as well as all other government services including public works,
transportation agencies, and critical infrastructure organizations.
The Region has invested millions of dollars on site development, microwave backhaul
improvements, backbone fiber optics and cable pathways, core networking equipment, and hiring
personnel to manage system implementation. It is the intention that the Broadband Network
would take advantage and build upon these investments in a leveraged network model1 for
construction and deployment. Through this RFI, the Bay Area seeks comment on this approach
1

A leveraged network model assumes the Respondents will consider the assets currently deployed within the
participating jurisdictions owned both commercially and governmentally.
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as well as business and cost models required to deploy and sustain the network throughout the
Region.
To provide interoperability, the Region seeks to deploy a system that is compatible and
interoperable with the Shared Wireless Broadband Network (SWBN)2 as proposed by the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC). As such, Respondents should propose solutions
for the Broadband Network that incorporate the Technical, Operational and Governance
requirements as outlined by the National Public Safety Telecommunications Council (NPSTC),
Broadband Task Force. Specifically in terms of governance, the Bay Area assumes the
Broadband Network will be deployed under a de facto lease agreement with the Public Safety
Broadband Licensee (PSBL) as outline in the NPSTC 700MHz Public Safety Broadband Task
Force Report and Recommendations (NPSTC Report). In terms of technical and operational
needs, these requirements can also be found in the NPSTC Report and further technical and
operational requirements for the Bay Area’s Broadband Network are outlined in Section III.
The Broadband Network shall use the 10 MHz of spectrum (763-768/793-798 MHz) (Public
Safety Spectrum) assigned for public safety broadband use. The Bay Area has applied for a
waiver to enable the Region to begin planning and implementation of the Broadband Network
and to begin providing service within two years of obtaining the waiver. Respondents should
assume the Bay Area waiver will be approved in accordance with the timelines discussed within
the RFI. It is also the intent of the Bay Area to use the Broadband Network not only to meet the
ever increasing requirements of public safety first responder data operations, but also to integrate
other government service resources as appropriate to provide intra-agency interoperability that is
paramount to sustaining public confidence and quick recovery during a time of crisis.3
The Bay Area is requesting information from Respondents on a project and/or service offering
approach for the possible implementation of the network. The anticipated phases for the
program are the following:
•

•

•

•

Phase 1 - First deployments in limited area within the Cities of San Francisco, Oakland,
and San Jose. Timeline for implementation begins in Q1 2010 with application trials
beginning late-2010.
Phase 2 – Citywide deployments for San Francisco, Oakland and San Jose. Provide
initial deployments/service offerings within Marin, Santa Clara, San Mateo, Contra Costa
and Alameda Counties.
Phase 3 – Provide countywide deployments/service offerings to include Marin, Santa
Clara, San Mateo, Contra Costa and Alameda Counties. Provide initial
deployments/service offerings within Napa and Sonoma Counties.
Phase 4 – Provide countywide deployments/service offerings include Napa, Sonoma,
Solano and Santa Cruz Counties.

As the Broadband Network is constructed in this phased approach, the infrastructure must remain
backwards compatible with the equipment and devices deployed in the earlier phases.
Respondents should consider these anticipated phases in developing the cost and business
models for the system deployment. It is the Bay Area’s vision to have wireless broadband
coverage throughout the Region by 2015.

2

Recently, the National Public Safety Telecommunications Council re-termed this network the Nationwide
Broadband Data System (NBDS); as such these terms may be interchangeable in the RFI and in the RFI responses.
3
Request for Waiver, PS Docket No. 06-229
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Technology Approach

The Bay Area would like Respondents to outline the technology approach that they believe will
provide the highest level of interoperability throughout the Region, and can be deployed in a cost
effective manner for government entities.
The Bay Area realizes that broadband network technologies are still evolving and there are
competing standards available throughout the market space. Several of the major Public Safety
Agencies, including the National Public Safety Telecommunications Council, Association of
Public Safety Communications Officials, and National Emergency Number Association have
recently endorsed Long Term Evolution (LTE) as the broadband technology standard for the
SWBN and Bay Area seeks a solution that will utilize the LTE standard.

III.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS FOR THE BROADBAND NETWORK

The following subsections outline the overall system requirements for the Broadband Network.
It is expected that Respondents address each of the subsections with their methodologies on how
they will meet and/or provide the requirements outlined.

A.

Coverage Requirements
The Bay Area seeks comment on how the Respondents will offer coverage throughout
the Region. The following table outlines the anticipated coverage requirements for the
Region based on each phase of the system deployment. In terms of designing the system
for coverage versus capacity, the Bay Area prefers that the Broadband Network provides
adequate coverage at the onset of the network. It is assumed that additional sites can and
will be added, in subsequent phases, to address capacity and throughput issues that may
arise once more bandwidth intensive applications are added to the system.
The Broadband Network should be designed to meet 95% coverage probability on all
named streets within the service area (not including in-building coverage). The service
area is defined geographically, by the county boundaries. These coverage needs should
be used as guidelines for developing a phased approach to system deployment and/or
service offerings. There are three types of coverage outlined within the table, which are
as follows:
•

•
•

Mobile Coverage – Assumes a dongle-type device (I.e. USB modem interfaced to
a vehicle mounted computer) located inside a vehicle, with no external antenna,
providing coverage on the street
Portable Coverage – Assumes a handheld device, mounted on the hip, providing
on street coverage
In-Building Coverage- Assumes 1st wall penetration of buildings using a handheld
device and/or a dongle device within a computer. Also assumes coverage in
tunnels and underground.
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Dense Urban*

Phase 1^
San Francisco
(City/County)
Oakland - Downtown

Urban*

Suburban*

Rural*

Mobile
Coverage
Portable
Coverage
Mobile
Coverage

Mobile
Coverage
Portable
Coverage
Mobile
Coverage

Mobile
Coverage
Mobile
Coverage
Mobile
Coverage

N/A

Santa Clara County

N/A

Alameda County
Contra Costa County

Mobile
Coverage
N/A

Portable, Inbuilding
Coverage
Portable, InBuilding
Coverage
Portable, Inbuilding
Coverage
Mobile
Coverage
Mobile
Coverage
Mobile
Coverage
N/A

Marin County

N/A

Portable, Inbuilding
Coverage
Portable, InBuilding
Coverage
Portable, Inbuilding
Coverage
Mobile
Coverage
Mobile
Coverage
Mobile
Coverage
Mobile
Coverage
Mobile
Coverage

N/A

San Mateo County

Portable, Inbuilding
Coverage
Portable, InBuilding
Coverage
Portable, Inbuilding
Coverage
N/A

Mobile
Coverage

N/A

Portable, InBuilding
Coverage
Portable, Inbuilding
Coverage
Mobile
Coverage
Portable, Inbuilding
Coverage
Portable, Inbuilding
Coverage
Mobile, On
Street
Mobile, On
Street
Mobile, On
Street
Mobile, On
Street

Mobile
Coverage

San Jose
Phase 2^
San Francisco
(City/County)
Oakland – Entire City

San Jose

Phase 3^
Alameda County

Contra Costa County

Portable, InBuilding
Coverage
N/A

Marin County

N/A

San Mateo County

N/A

Santa Clara County

N/A

Napa County

N/A

Portable, InBuilding
Coverage
Portable, Inbuilding
Coverage
Mobile
Coverage
Portable, Inbuilding
Coverage
Portable, Inbuilding
Coverage
N/A

Sonoma County

N/A

N/A

Solano County+

N/A

N/A

Santa Cruz County+

N/A

N/A

Phase 4^
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N/A
N/A

Mobile
Coverage
Mobile
Coverage
Mobile
Coverage
Mobile
Coverage
Mobile
Coverage
N/A

Mobile
Coverage
Mobile
Coverage
Mobile
Coverage
Mobile
Coverage
Mobile, On
Street
Mobile, On
Street
Mobile, On
Street
Mobile, On
Street
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Marin County

N/A

Napa County

N/A

Portable, Inbuilding
Coverage
N/A

Sonoma County

N/A

N/A

Solano County+

N/A

N/A

Santa Cruz County+

N/A

N/A

Portable, Inbuilding
Coverage
Portable, Inbuilding
Coverage
Portable, Inbuilding
Coverage
Portable, Inbuilding
Coverage
Portable, Inbuilding
Coverage

Mobile
Coverage
Mobile, On
Street
Mobile, On
Street
Mobile, On
Street
Mobile, On
Street

*Morphologies based on population are defined in the National Public Safety Telecommunication Counsel,
Statement of Requirements Document, Section 5.1
^Project phases are not necessarily sequential. Populous areas within the counties listed in Phases 3 and 4
may be built out early based on need and/or funding availability.
+
Coverage Requirements are assumptions and may change after receiving RFI responses

Respondents should consider these coverage requirements, as well as the potential sites
listed in Appendix B, and any other sites that Respondents can leverage, as a baseline for
developing the system architecture and associated costs. Respondents should use a
leveraged network model, where available, to minimize the cost of infrastructure.
Respondents should discuss how in-building coverage is provided.
Coverage maps should be provided for each Phase. It is recommended that the maps be
shown per geographic (County) area to give the best detail possible. Coverage maps
should be accompanied with information giving site locations, the coverage assumptions,
link budget analysis, and all parameters used in developing the coverage predictions.
Throughput assumptions should also be described.

B.

Interference Mitigation
The Broadband Network should employ interference mitigation techniques that will
avoid signal/throughput degradation issues between overlapping coverage areas. This
may include coverage within the Region’s Broadband Network, as well as coverage
implemented by a neighboring network or SWBN. Respondents should describe how
these techniques are implemented within the network infrastructure and/or equipment.
Any mitigation features that are unique to a Respondent’s proposed technology, that
improve interference mitigation capability, should be described.

C.

Network Capacity and Throughput
The Broadband Network shall meet the throughput levels defined by the LTE standard.
Respondents should discuss how their network, and the proposed system, is designed to
support these throughput levels, which should be given in terms of:
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Maximum theoretical and average throughput4 (assuming 70% loading)
per sector (both uplink and downlink)
Maximum theoretical and average throughput (assuming 70% loading) per
3-sector site (both uplink and downlink)
Cell edge throughput (assuming 70% loading) per sector (both uplink and
downlink), serving the 95th percentile and above.

All modeling and traffic assumptions should be provided in the RFI response.
Respondents should provide capacity predictions using the 10MHz of Public Safety
Spectrum only. The backhaul (throughput) required to meet the proposed system
architecture throughput performance should be described.
In order to accommodate more detailed capacity requirements as the Broadband Network
is implemented, the designers of the Network shall coordinate with the Bay Area to:
1. Design capacity, working with both the day-to-day and disaster scenarios of
numbers of users and applications used.
2. Develop an initial service and capacity footprint, with the ability to enhance
capacity in later phases of deployment.
3. Determine and discuss how additional capacity will be made available in an
emergency—for example, by terminating non-critical users.
4. Determine how capacity in particular geographic areas can be enhanced in an
emergency, for example, by deploying cells on wheels.
Jurisdictions may need to modify their requirements in an emergency, where the
geographic distribution may be different from any plan, and out-of-area responders
(neighbors, state, federal) may take part. As a result, the Broadband Network will need
to be sufficiently flexible to add capacity in an ad hoc manner. Respondents should
discuss how these design changes and capacity enhancements can be implemented within
their proposed solution.

D.

Mobility and Handoff
The technology deployed should allow for portable, high speed (75mph) mobility and
seamless handoffs between base station nodes within the Region’s Broadband Network.
Further, the infrastructure should allow for mobility across base station nodes while
maintaining a secure connection (VPN session) and session persistence in a portable
environment. Respondents should discuss how this feature is provided within the
proposed Broadband Network. In addition, Respondents should discuss how mobility
and handoff are handled when entering into adjacent networks, including the SWBN.

4

To generate average throughput and cell edge throughput levels, Respondents can assume a mix of
applications and usage scenarios, with users evenly distributed throughout the coverage area.
Respondents can use the NPSTC Statement of Requirements document (section 3.2) as a reference for
assumed traffic loading per application.
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Roaming
To ensure nationwide interoperability and compatibility, the Broadband Network and
subscriber devices should support intra-system5 roaming and inter-system roaming6.
Roaming capabilities should have the following characteristics:
•

•
•
•

In the absence of coverage from the home network, the ability for the User
Equipment (UE) to scan supported bands, perform cell selection and
authentication on a visited network
After authentication on a visited network, the assignment of an IP address, and the
ability to communicate with the public Internet
Handoff of active sessions / calls between home and visited networks is required
when both networks are using LTE technology
Handoff of active sessions / calls between home and visited networks is not
required when a visited network is using earlier generation wireless technologies.

Respondents should discuss how roaming is provided within their network, and proposed
subscriber devices.

F.

Network Reliability, Availability and Hardening
To meet public safety standards and first responder expectations, the Broadband Network
should minimize and/or avoid single points of failure in the system design. Respondents
should discuss how the major components of the system are highly available, or
redundant. This should include power systems, backhaul, site equipment, core network
equipment and network operating centers (NOCs). In terms of the Radio Access
Network, sites shall have on-site backup power of at least 8 hours for all of the network
equipment. The system shall have redundancy of the backhaul connection between an
antenna site and the core infrastructure. There should be high availability of radio signal
within the service area, and mechanisms that will provide redundant coverage (i.e. in the
case of a base station outage) should be discussed. Respondents should discuss the Mean
Time Between failure for all system components, including devices.

G.

Network Security
The Broadband Network must allow for secure, standards-based, user authentication
techniques, end-to-end encrypted transmissions7, and mechanisms to detect rouge units or
unlawful behavior on the network. Auditing capability, to track users and usage should
be included within the network management system. The Broadband Network must
allow highly secure public safety applications, including local, CLETS and NCIC

5

Intra-system roaming refers to roaming amongst early-build out networks in localized regions as well as the
National Shared Wireless Broadband Network (SWBN).
6
Inter-system roaming refers to roaming between the public safety 700MHz broadband network and commercial
carrier networks. This includes legacy or alternate technology networks including HSPA, EDVO, WiMAX, or other
network standard.
7
Statement assumes encrypted transmissions meeting Federal Information Processing System (FIPS) Publication
140‐2 (Level 1 minimum) standards, or applicable DOJ standard when network is implemented.
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database traffic the ability to traverse the network. The Network must support Virtual
Private Networking (VPN) sessions administered by local jurisdictions. Respondents
should discuss the security mechanisms offered within their proposed solution.

H.

Network Priorities
The Broadband Network must support the ability to prioritize users as well as
applications. It should support multiple levels of priorities that can be separately
assignable to individuals or applications. In addition, the prioritization scheme should
allow for the following8:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensuring that critical users remain continuously connected even as many critical
and non-critical users attempt to use the network and the network becomes
saturated.
Ensuring that critical users are able to newly connect to the network, regardless of
use or saturation and even if non-critical users must be disconnected or limited.
Providing sufficient priority mechanisms to key applications such as voice and
video that would suffer in the event of interruption.
Enabling critical users to remain connected as they roam from cell to cell.
A prioritization scheme among the first responders, so that in the event of
saturation by the first responders themselves, the incident commander can
prioritize particular applications or particular groups of responders.
Dynamically prioritize users and applications in a segmented area of the Network
(i.e. in the case of a localized incident).
Priorities must be maintained as roaming is allowed, and as users roam onto the
nationwide SWBN

Respondents must discuss how these requirements can be provided within their system
architecture and enabled within the Broadband Network.
In addition to these priorities, Respondents should discuss how the proposed network
supports Quality of Service, IPv6 network addressing, Preemption, Partitioning, and how
these mechanisms are maintained through the Broadband Network, on the access channel
as well as the transmission channels.

I.

Network Compatibility and Interfaces
The Broadband Network must interface to existing IP-based public safety systems,
including existing terrestrial (Internet), satellite and wireless networks. Respondents
should discuss how their solution is compatible with these existing systems.

J.

Network Administrative and Operational Capabilities

8

“Prioritization” refers to the mechanism to allocate a party of higher priority a higher level of service availability
so that their transmissions are given higher priority for continuous connectivity than lower-priority parties.
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The proposed Broadband Network must have robust network management and
administrative capabilities to allow for long term operations and maintenance of the
system. These features should include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Easily maintain users within the system
Detailed statistical and reporting capabilities, including data volume,
network/component failures, detailed airtime summary reports, system utilization
and capacity reports, and accounting reports
The ability to determine who has access to the sites and knowledge of the
infrastructure
Determine how individuals obtain devices and how they connect to the network
Manage capacity usage on the network with a range of techniques, including,
maintaining priorities (for users and applications) on the system and selecting and
authorizing all accounts and devices, managing Quality of Service and Tier of
Service
In the event of a security or other event, can immediately disconnect a user or deauthorize a device.

Network management should include system performance monitoring and fault
management detection. The system must be able to alert staff to items affecting
performance degradation and component failure. The system architecture and network
configuration should be easily viewable and will be graphically displayed presenting
system and segment bandwidth allocation and utilization. Respondents should discuss
how their proposed solution meets these requirements.

K.

Device Requirements
The devices that operate on the network must have the following capabilities:
• Capable of IPv6
• USB connectivity in the form of a dongle or modem
• Remote modem should be capable using 12VDC power source and adaptable to
120VAC
• Remote Modem should have a detachable antenna capable of being extended or
RF port compatible with mobile antenna products.
• Modems should provide link/connectivity status indicators
• All devices should be over the air upgradable/configurable
• System/network specific configuration should be retained by the device
• Ethernet connectivity to client devices in the form of a remote modem
• Ability to operate as a remote node or wireless router to support WiFi device
connectivity
• All devices should compliment system performance i.e. throughput, latency and
coverage expectations.
• All devices should provide web base configuration, status and troubleshooting
access
• Laptop, notebook and work station PCI and PCIE installation
• Provide connectivity to PDA style devices
Page 9 of 28
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Development of a handheld device emulating Land Mobile Radio operation and
features using data and VoIP and providing high voice fidelity.
For migration and system scalability a mesh router should be made available.

It is understood that some of these device features may not be available within the
timeframe discussed in the RFI. Respondents should discuss the device form factors and
features that are available in the first deployment of the Broadband Network. For those
device features that are not available, a roadmap, discussing availability, should be
provided in the RFI response.

L.

Technical Applications and Use Case Scenarios
The following is a list of use case scenarios9 that are applicable to the operational
capabilities of the Broadband Network. Respondents should discuss how the proposed
solution will allow these applications to be delivered to end users. It is understood that
some of these use cases may not be available within the timeframe discussed in the RFI.
For those that are not available, a roadmap, discussing availability, should be provided in
the RFI response.
•

Global Internet Access - Users will use the Internet both as a way to access home
network systems and to access other systems and services available over the
public Internet, including but not limited to messaging systems and web servers.

•

Mobile VPN Access - Public safety and other public sector users of wireless
broadband networks require access to home networks and applications while
roaming on other public and commercial networks. Virtual private networks are
commonly used to logically extend home networks and provide security for
information traversing untrusted networks. U.S. criminal justice agencies
accessing Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Criminal Justice Information
System (CJIS) Division systems, such as the National Crime Information Center
(NCIC) and criminal records systems, are subject to the particular security
requirements that commonly lead to the use of VPNs.

•

Universal Network Greeting Capability – the Network must provide a standard
method to obtain a "home page" for visitors to the system. This "home page" will
facilitate access to and distribution of available applications, alerts, incidentspecific information, system status information, and information that the operator
deems important to share with visitors to the system. Federated authentication
could be used to allow for online resource registration (Example: user arrives and
registers as urban rescue tech,) including announcing to Incident Command who
the user is and what equipment/resources he or she has on hand.

•

Network Messaging – The Network shall provide the ability for users to send and
receive text messages. For example, a Public Safety user arrives on a visited
network while responding for mutual aid for disaster recovery. She is able to
receive text messages providing status updates on staging locations and voice
radio assignments. Once on the scene, she is able to take photographs of damaged

9

Use Case Scenarios reference the National Public Safety Telecommunications Council (NPSTC) – Operations
Working Group, Network Requirements Document. See the NPSTC 700MHz Public Safety Broadband Task Force
Report and Recommendations for additional detail.
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infrastructure and send them to the local EOC. She also exchanges multimedia
messages with support staff who utilize commercial cellular phones on
commercial networks run by various carriers.
•

Location Based Services – The Network should include the capability to collect
and convey subscriber unit location data in real time. Location data should be
accessible to appropriate applications, as may be authorized by management level
policy. Location data applications may be located on both subscriber units and
associated agency level command/control applications. Subscriber units should
meet the same minimum location data information requirements (format and
accuracy) as is currently applicable on current commercial services networks in
order to retain a broad level of compatibility with incumbent systems.

•

NIMS/ICS Compatibility – Responders in mutual aid to agencies served by the
Network need access to carry out their responsibilities and communicate with the
agencies served. The National Incident Management System (NIMS) Incident
Command System (ICS) provides a logical framework for command, control, and
communications that can be used to determine information nodes and flows. All
responders falling within the ICS structure defined for the mutual aid incident should
be provided access to the network.

•

Medical Telemetry - Ground and air ambulances routinely transport patients through
multiple jurisdictions and past multiple hospitals. Patient telemetry and other
broadband applications should be able to be sent to the destination hospital as well as
other hospitals en route that may need to be communicated with if a patient
emergency arises.

•

Multicast Capability – The Network should provide one-to-many communications
capabilities to users responding in mutual aid, within or outside the network. These
communications capabilities should extend from voice, as commonly used in
traditional land mobile radio systems, to text messaging, to video, and other forms of
data communications.

•

Land Mobile Radio (LMR) Interface – The Network should provide voice
interoperability interfaces to existing agency LMR systems in the Bay Area. Public
Safety users on such home or visited networks should be able to call or hail an
authoritative dispatch agency or control point using the 700 MHz subscriber device
with microphone and speaker for two-way audio and talk or be connected to other
serving agency voice communications resources.

•

Public Switch Telephone Network (PSTN) Interface – The Network should interface
with the Public Switched Telephone Network and its full-duplex voice capabilities. A
user shall have access to voice telecommunications services using commercially
available cell phone like devices, and should have the ability to place and receive
phone calls across the network.

•

Field Deployed Service – The Network shall support the use of field-deployed server
applications such that client devices consistently and continuously reach these server
based systems from any location on the Internet.

•

Embedded Devices – The Network must support embedded device/modem
operation to create wide-area wireless networking capability. This would enable
applications including remote SCADA, telemetry, traffic monitoring and control,
meter reading applications, remote alarms/sensors, and fire station alerting.
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Software Updates and Over-the-Air Programming – The Network must support
the ability to wirelessly update software, applications, and/or devices operating on
the Network. It is desired that users have the ability to download applications in
the field, and have their mobile device automatically configured to operate.
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IV.

PREPARING A RESPONSE

Overview
Respondents must submit the requested information in the format specified below. Brochures,
literature and demonstrations are welcome, but should not be submitted in lieu of responding to
the individual items below. As described in the Introduction, the Bay Area’s goal is to provide a
Regional 700MHz Wireless Mobile Broadband Network (“Broadband Network”) providing
mobile wireless broadband services throughout the geographic area of the10 Bay Area Counties.
The Bay Area would like Respondents to outline the system, technology, and business model
approach that they believe will provide the highest level of interoperability throughout the
Region, and can be deployed in a cost effective manner for government entities.
In addition to addressing the requirements in Section III, items A-L, Respondents should provide
information to the numbered questions below. The description after each item number is meant
to be a starting point, and Respondents are encouraged to provide any information that is
pertinent to the item. If you are not responding to an item number, then indicate “not offered,
not applicable,” etc.

1.
Provide a letter of introduction with a brief description of your firm, experience in the
industry, number of years providing similar services, primary client type, and a brief summary of
solution offered. Include company name, address, contact name, title, phone number, fax
number, and email address.
2.
The Bay Area realizes that to build a regional broadband network, encompassing the
entire jurisdiction of the 10 bay area counties, there will be significant investment needed.
Therefore, the Bay Area seeks comment regarding the best choice of business model for the
regional network. Possible approaches include:
1) Public-private partnership (with either a commercial or not-for-profit partner); In this
regard, the Bay Area is open to a leased or hosted network model
2) Public/government build-own-operate (possibly in partnership with a system integrator or
infrastructure vendors);
3) Hybrid approach
4) Other models
The Respondents shall explain in detail how their recommended model will address the
geographic, economic and political characteristics of the Region, the service needs of the public
safety community, and recognized funding limitations.
3.
Respondents should discuss the technology platform that they are proposing, its
compliance to the LTE standard and how it integrates to the endorsed LTE standard. If the
Respondents do not believe the LTE platform should be the network technology platform, their
reasoning should be explained. The explanation should discuss the methods to make the
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differing technologies interoperable. It is the intention of the Bay Area to utilize a network that
conforms and is in full compliance with the LTE standards, as specified by the 3GPP standards
organization.
4.
Fourth Generation (4G) LTE equipment may not be commercially available within the
timeline indicated in the RFI (for the initial phases of the system deployment/service offering). If
the 4G LTE platform is not proposed, due to product availability, Respondents should discuss
how to migrate their proposed equipment to this technology platform to then be compatible with
the SWBN. Further, any additional costs for migration to the (4G) LTE platform should be
identified and included in the baseline deployment for each phase.
5.
D-Block Spectrum Alternative - Currently the Bay Area Cities expect to gain access to 10
MHz (5MHz+5MHz) of the Public Safety Spectrum that has been reserved for public safety use.
In addition, it is possible that an additional 10 MHz comprising the D-Block may become
available for public safety use, making a total of 20 MHz (10MHz+10MHz) available for the
proposed network.
Respondents should discuss how the addition of this 10 MHz of D-Block Spectrum would
change Respondents cost analysis or recommended business model. Can a network (initially
built to use only the 10 MHz of Public Safety Spectrum) be easily adapted to incorporate the
additional 10 MHz of D-Block Spectrum? Can the same equipment be leveraged in a 20MHz
system? Respondents are asked to comment on how they would structure a public-private
partnership with the additional spectrum available.
From a technical perspective, the Bay Area is also seeking guidance on the additional services
that can be deployed over the network utilizing all 20MHz of spectrum. The Bay Area is seeking
a capacity analysis giving guidance on whether the network can support all data services,
including mission critical voice services, video services, and other multi-media data capabilities.
Will the 20MHz of spectrum provide the bandwidth necessary to deploy all of these services?
For the capacity analysis, Respondents asked to make general assumptions for system usage (i.e.
X number of users per sector, serving X number of PPT calls, video sessions, and Internet
sessions). Respondents should provide these assumptions as part of the capacity analysis.
6.
The system architecture should be discussed in detail, including the components for the
Radio Access Network, the Core IP Network the network management system, power systems
and the backhaul. Respondents should include all the network equipment necessary to process
the communications end-to-end and must be capable of interconnection with each jurisdictions’
WANs;
7.
In terms of the Core Network, each component that is proposed by the Respondent
should be described in detail. It is assumed the Core Network will provide subscriber
authentication, mobility management, policy enforcement, and gateways to alternate packet
switched networks (including Internet) as well as a path to roam between the SWBN, and other
regionally deployed networks. The Bay Area is open to a vendor-owned/hosted or managed
model for the Core Network.
8.
For the Radio Access Network (RAN), the space requirements for the rooftop antenna
systems should be described for a typical site. The rack space and space footprint required for
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typical site equipment should be identified, including power systems, backhaul equipment,
network equipment and base stations. Heat dissipation and power loading requirements for a
typical site should also be defined. Respondents should provide architecture overview diagrams,
network diagrams, including all proposed components, within their response. As an option, the
Bay Area is considering the co-location or sharing of base station sites, with existing government
owned sites (listed in Appendix B) and/or private (i.e. cellular) sites that could be leveraged for
the system.
9.
Respondents should discuss the types of mobile and portable devices that are available
(or can quickly and cost-effectively be made available) for the Broadband Network users. Can
commercially available devices that exist today be easily adaptable for the 700 MHz Public
Safety band and/or upgradable to the LTE standard? What types of costs will such upgrades
entail? Do these devices have a standard interface that can easily and cost-effectively connect
with existing commercially available devices/equipment? Are there devices available that can
roam between the existing commercial cellular networks in the United States and the proposed
Broadband Network10? Are there leasing options available for devices?
10.
Cost Modeling: The Bay Area seeks detailed cost models to support the Respondents
estimates for the recurring and non-recurring costs of the proposed Broadband Network. Costs
must take into consideration the different business model approaches proposed by the
Respondents. To the extent feasible, please provide detailed cost information, which includes
itemized pricing for:
•

Design and engineering costs

•

Deployment costs, including construction, network equipment, installation, acceptance
testing and training. Cost for equipment should be itemized and separated from
professional services fees. (For estimation and evaluation purposes, costs for a typical
RAN site should be itemized and provided as an option)

•

On-going network lease fees, hosting fees, site access or co-location fees (if applicable)

•

Network management and operations (See items #13-16 below for further details on
Network Management requirements)

•

End user devices costs (per unit), and (if applicable) monthly service fees, and leasing
fees end user devices

•

Commercial providers responding to the RFI should consider network roaming fees, and
outline agreements that can be made to provide inter-system roaming.

11.
Respondents should provide cost breakdowns for each phase of the project. Similar to
the coverage models, to the extent feasible, costs should be broken down for each jurisdiction. If
there are advantages to combining jurisdictions and sharing components across counties, those
costs should be identified. As an option, the following cost breakdown can be used:
1. City of Oakland
10

The statement assumes the Bay Area already has the necessary network roaming agreements in place with the
commercial carriers.
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2. City and County of San Francisco
3. City of San Jose
4. County of Alameda
5. County of Contra Costa
6. County of Marin
7. County of Napa
8. County of San Mateo
9. County of Santa Clara
10. County of Santa Cruz
11. County of Sonoma
12. County of Solano
Costs should also be derived based on the number of sites needed to provide the coverage and
throughput requirements discussed in Section III. At a minimum, costs must include 8 hours of
backup power, costs for the estimated backhaul needs, including redundant site links. The sites
proposed should be actual, feasible sites that could be built out and/or leased by the Agencies.
Site coordinates, and system architecture drawings should be provided in the response. Potential
government-maintained site locations are listed in Appendix B.
The Bay Area reserves the right to use these costs estimates for grant applications, funding
opportunities and budget purposes. In several instances of Federal Grant Programs, Grant
Applicants are required to provide cash and/or in-kind matches of up to 25% of the total grant
award. Respondents should discuss their willingness and ability to partner with Grant Applicants
to provide the cash or in-kind match requirements for Grant applications.
12.
Respondents should provide a Maintenance Plan that includes an experienced-based
equipment/system preventive maintenance, repair, and lifecycle replacement program. The
Maintenance Plan should include a user agency trouble reporting process and the use of modern
Ethernet network management, fault management/system diagnostic equipment,
recommendations on how alarm/alerting notification should be implemented, responded to, and
resolved, as well as how repairs will be addressed during normal business/weekends and/or after
business hours for all non-critical and critical/emergency repairs, also include response time
expectations, and cost estimates for a centralized and distributed/regionally shared program.
Respondents should offer as an option 1-5 year Network Management and Maintenance Service
Level Agreements for providing 24x7 network administration and technical support services for
the network.

13.
Respondents should provide detailed information in support of their proposed system that
include the required management, technical support and maintenance services necessary to
sustain the proposed Broadband Network during its specified initial warranty period and
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thereafter on an ongoing basis. This information should provide the Region with a clear picture
on-going maintenance requirements, including roles and responsibilities of each required staff
position, as well as the minimum staffing levels (i.e., full-time, ¾-time, ½-time, or other), ongoing training and technical experience required by classification working within one or more
support centers as required to manage, maintain and repair the proposed system based on an
ongoing 24x7 continuous operation.

14.
Respondents should provide the anticipated replacement schedule, and estimate the
lifecycle (3, 5, 10, 15, other years) the proposed system will provide. The equipment lifecycle
replacement program should identify the anticipated useful life of the overall system and its
replacement cost on an annualized basis. Some hardware equipment and/or software may have a
projected lifecycle well below that of the overall system. Understanding that there is a difference
between mandatory and desired replacement schedules, please include both considerations in
your response. Respondents need to provide an anticipated equipment replacement schedule,
with estimated costs that include estimated time and cost to install, on an annual basis, over the
life of the proposed system.
15.
In terms of network management, the Bay Area is exploring what role its participants will
play in the ongoing operations of the network. It is possible that different jurisdictions will have
different involvement. It is requested that the Respondent describe its operational role and the
cost to the Bay Area of two different system management approaches:
•

•

Respondent provides design, equipment, integration, user training, and spares for all core
and base station components and software. Respondent is available 24x7 for Tier Three
technical support. Jurisdictions operate a help desk and network operations center,
operate accounts, provision devices and provide Tier One and Tier Two technical
support.
Respondent provides design, equipment, integration, and user training. Respondent
operates help desk and network operations center 24x7. Respondent sets up and operates
accounts, provision devices, and provides all technical support under supervision of
jurisdictions.

V.

SUBMITTAL INSTRUCTIONS

A. Paper Submittal
To submit a hard copy response, include ten complete sets, as well as 30 Compact Disk (CD) copies, in
an envelope labeled RFI response for Regional 700MHz Wireless Mobile Broadband System. See
schedule below and mail to:
Bay Area Urban Area Security Initiative
Attn. Clement Ng
10 Lombard St, Suite 410
San Francisco, CA 94111
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B. Electronic Submittal
There will be no electronic submittals for the RFI response.

C. Inquiries
Any requests for clarification concerning the RFI must be made by e-mail to:
Clement.Ng@sfgov.org
by the “Deadline for RFI clarification questions” listed below. The City and County of San
Francisco will coordinate with the other Bay Area Cities and/or Counties to ensure the inquiries
are addressed and answered by the appropriate jurisdiction. The City will post all inquiries and
their responses on the website (http://sunset.ci.sf.ca.us/pbids.nsf), and will not respond directly to
the person who submitted the inquiry other than to note that the response is posted on the
website. The choice whether to respond to such requests shall be at the Bay Area’s sole
discretion. No oral responses by any employee, consultant or agent of the Bay Area shall be
binding, or shall in any way constitute a commitment by the Bay Area.
D. Schedule
The following is the schedule for this RFI process. Responses must be submitted as provided
above by the time on the responses due date indicated below.
Phase

Date *

RFI is issued.............................................................................................September 29th, 2009
Pre-proposal Conference (1:30 p.m.)^ ....................................................October 21st, 2009
Deadline for RFI clarification questions in writing (5 p.m.) ** ..............October 28th, 2009
Summary of clarification information available ......................................November 6th, 2009
Response due date (5 p.m.) ......................................................................November 16th, 2009
* Each date is subject to change by issuance of an addendum to this RFI.
** Times shown are PST.
^Pre-Proposal Conference is Wednesday, October 21st at 1:30pm Alameda County Emergency Operations Center at 4985
Broder Blvd, Dublin CA

E. Costs for Pilot Project/Early Deployment
It is not the Bay Area’s intent to award a contract based on this RFI; however, the Bay Area
reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to request additional information, demonstrations or
presentations, or to form test or pilot projects. Based on the quality of the Respondent’s RFI
response, the Bay Area Cities will consider funded trial deployments in targeted areas within
three jurisdictions. As described in San Francisco Administrative Code Section 21.5, the Cities
will engage in pilot projects, with duration of no more than 2 years. Subsequent to the pilot
projects, a competitive solicitation may be formalized and released by the Region.
The requirements for the pilot project are given in the Section III of the RFI, and additional
information for each jurisdiction is described in Appendix A. The Cities may exercise pilot
deployments with multiple Respondents, including service providers, equipment manufacturers,
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system integrators, and/or non-profit organizations. However, vendors that are selected for pilot
projects are required to comply with a variety of compliance requirements.

VI.

RIDERS

Submitting a Response to the RFI
The submittal of a response to this RFI does not guarantee use of the information provided. This
is not a Request for Proposals (RFP). The Bay Area, at its sole discretion, will determine if a
Request for Proposal or other competitive solicitation may be issued at a later date. Any RFP
issued by the Bay Area may differ significantly in content from the equipment and services
described in this RFI document. This RFI is to be used solely for the purpose of this industry
review and the Bay Area assumes no responsibility for any other use of this document. It is not a
requirement to participate in this industry review process in order to be considered by any
competitive solicitation arising out of this process. Participation in this industry review is strictly
voluntary and the Bay Area will not reimburse participants for any costs in connection therein.
Submission of the RFI does not guarantee any future business with the Bay Area participants.
The issuance of this RFI does not constitute agreement by the Bay Area that any contract will
actually be entered into by the Bay Area participants. The Bay Area expressly reserves the rights
to:
1. Waive or correct any defect or informality in any proposal, response or response
procedure;
2. Reject any or all responses and re-issue a new RFI, RFQ or RFP;
3. Prior to submission deadline for responses, modify all or any portion of the schedule
for receiving responses;
4. Procure any materials, equipment, products or services specified in this RFI by any
other means; or
5. Determine that no project will be pursued.
No Financial Responsibility
The Bay Area accepts no financial responsibility for any costs incurred by a firm in responding
to this RFI.

VII.

PUBLIC RECORDS ACT/SUNSHINE ORDINANCE

Responses to this RFI become the exclusive property of the City and County of San Francisco
(City) and are subject to the California Public Records Act and the City’s Sunshine Ordinance.
Those elements in each submittal which are trade secrets, as that term is defined in Civil Code
section 3426.1(d), or otherwise exempt by law from disclosure and which are prominently
marked as “TRADE SECRET,” “CONFIDENTIAL,” or “PROPRIETARY” may not be subject
to disclosure. The City shall not in any way be liable or responsible for the disclosure of any
such records including, without limitation, those so marked if disclosure is deemed to be required
by law or by an order of a court. Respondents who indiscriminately identify all or most of their
submittal as exempt from disclosure without justification may be deemed non-responsive. In the
event that the City is required to defend an action on a Public Records Act or Sunshine
Ordinance request for any of the contents of a submittal marked “CONFIDENTIAL,”
“PROPRIETARY,” or “TRADE SECRET,” respondent agrees, upon submission of its submittal
for the City’s considerations, to defend and indemnify the City from all costs and expenses,
including attorney’s fees, in any action and any liability arising under the Public Records Act or
Sunshine Ordinance.
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APPENDIX A– PILOT PROJECTS
A. San Francisco
The City and County of San Francisco pilot project will service public safety users and
participating government services personnel within the City and County of San Francisco.
Dependent on the costs and available funds for the pilot project, the City will determine the
extent of the deployment, and the geographic service area.
At a minimum, the critical service area for the trail deployment is the southeast portion of the
City, as shown in the attached figure. In addition, potential city-wide sites that can be utilized
are described in Appendix B.

The City is interested in the following applications operating on the Network:
•
San Francisco Police Department (SFPD) wireless applications including VPN
access, access to SFPD secure Intranet, Level II Mobile Data Client (for CLETS/CABLE
and RMS Data), Automated Biometric Information System (ABIS) for field
identification, Shotspotter, Compstat/dashboard type data access (for Incidents, Calls for
Service, and Warrant Information), CalPhoto and San Francisco County Mugshot system
access
•
San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (Muni) wireless applications
including Internet and WiFi access within Muni vehicles, real-time Fare Collection
System that integrates to onboard fare boxes within Muni vehicles, and Muni onboard
video systems to stream images dynamically from the mobile fleet
•
San Francisco Public Utilities Commission wireless applications including Master
to Remote and Remote to Remote SCADA Ethernet Communications
•
Department of Technology applications including Wireless Call Boxes, embedded
Traffic Signal Control, and general Internet/VPN access in the field for City Departments
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In addition to the technical and operational requirements provided in Section III, San Francisco
is interested in other backup power solutions for each site, including a combination of solar,
battery and generator power options. The solution should allow for 3 days of backup power.
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B. Oakland
The City of Oakland’s Public Safety mobile data requirements are being driven by an expansion
in the availability of graphically rich applications and increased resolution of content, including
full motion video, office applications, and mapping/GIS-enabled reporting tools. Public Safety
applications are now demanding mobile access to traditional desktop applications and emerging
rich content information types, driving the requirements for high quality, high speed, reliable and
flexible Internet Protocol (IP) - based broadband capabilities.
Successfully developing and deploying broadband mobile data capabilities in the Downtown
Oakland area will provide the infrastructure for a new high-performance mobile data system that
will include in-vehicle email access, in-car video streaming, patient care report transfer, location
based services, secure web browsers, field-based reporting, intra-application data transfer and
other advanced field communications tools. Oakland’s public safety broadband wireless network
will significantly enhance crime-fighting and fire-suppression capabilities and allow our first
responders to be much safer and more productive on the streets by providing access to real-time
data and additional critical information.
The Public Safety Broadband Wireless Network will assist the first responders to have instant
access to criminal databases for suspect information, improved situational awareness using video
technologies, and real time tracking of assets, firefighters and resources would be available
throughout the Oakland downtown. The LTE based network will be designed and deployed in
the Oakland downtown, utilizing the current infrastructure of buildings, conduits, fiber optic
cables, antenna structure.
The Pilot project will be deployed in the Oakland downtown, utilizing the City buildings and
facilities. City of Oakland proposes installation at five (5) sites, located in the Downtown area
and within walking distance from the Port of Oakland, as part of the wireless broadband
subsystem. This topology will assist in deploying the Pilot network in the heart of the Oakland,
and providing a foundation for the future expansion of the public safety broadband access
throughout the city. This early build-out of downtown network hubs will assist the City in
gaining the immediate benefits by bringing life, business, and safety in the downtown area.
The Pilot project will realize significant cost and time savings by utilizing the City resources,
infrastructure as well as human capital and knowledge. A detailed project plan with the timeline
and assigned resources shall be developed, based on the guidelines and best practices outlined by
the Project Management Institute (PMI).
The five sites proposed for the early deployment - including the buildings and land - are wholly
owned by the City of Oakland. Most of the infrastructure, including Fiber-Optic conduits and
electrical service, is in place.
•
•
•
•
•

Police Administration Building – 455 7th Street
Emergency Operations Center (EOC) – 1605 Martin Luther King Jr. Way
Lionel Wilson Building – 150 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza
Oakland City Hall – 1 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza
Fire Alarm Building –1324 Oak Street

There is an estimated 650 subscribers in the Downtown Oakland Area, who will be accessing
the public safety wireless network for their day to day operations:
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•
•
•
•
•

Police Officers 400
Fire Personnel 100
Public Works 50
Other NGOs, including local
public health agencies 50
Neighboring first responder
agencies 50

In case of a disaster and
emergency situation, the number
of users will be significantly
higher.
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C. San Jose
The City of San Jose pilot project will serve Public Safety and Government Services operations
in a western area of the city. The objective of the trial is proof of concept to provide superior
broadband performance replacing the City’s existing obsolete wireless data system and intraagency interoperability by providing a common conduit of connectivity to all applicable
government resources essential to the recovery of a catastrophic event. The pilot sites are listed
in Appendix B.

The applications that will be trialed are:
•

•

•

•

San Jose Police Department wireless applications include City Intranet access, CAD,
OWA Email. Portable E-Cite Device applications include Mugshot Media, Finger Print
Media, Portable VoIP/data. In car camera/video including live stream video media.
Building CCTV surveillance camera monitoring. Mobile Data Computer applications
including Media/Video, Radio /GPS/AVL, CAD/Imobile and Finger print. Mobile Fleet
inventory control applications. Officer mounted video camera.
San Jose Fire Department wireless applications include RMS, Fire House, OWA Email,
Telestaffing, City Intranet access, CAD/MAPS Prefire Planning Software and internet
web site resources. Fixed applications would include Fire Station Alerting and City
Intranet access.
City of San Jose Department of Transportation wireless applications include Traffic
Signal Control, Traffic Control Systems and Video Traffic Surveillance systems.
Other applications to include SCADA and telemetry for control and monitoring public
infrastructure.
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APPENDIX B – POTENTIAL RADIO SITES

See Attached Document
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